
Get the facts:  
The 2023 Productivity Benchmark Report compiles performance  
data from over 1,000 factories around the world. This fifth biennial  
report details how these facilities achieved significant productivity  
with QAD Redzone in as few as 90 days. See how they did it: 

2023 Productivity Benchmark Report:  
Productivity Results from 1,000 Manufacturers 90 Days After  
Adopting the QAD Redzone Connected Workforce Solution

Connected Workforce Solution  
Checklist — 7 MUST-HAVES 
The right connected workforce solution can help solve  
your organization’s problems with unengaged employees.  
Here are seven elements your connected workforce solution  
must have to keep your workers connected and motivated.

Transform Your Operation with a Connected Workforce 
Connected workers are engaged, committed to the job, and likely to stay for the long term. Using the suggestions  
and steps in this article, some teams reduce employee turnover by up to 74% on average. And while the effects of that 
reduction on profitability are clear, it also simply creates a work environment where people are happy, motivated, and involved.

Just think about what your factory and workforce could achieve with QAD Redzone. Read more about amazing  
frontline workers in Factory Miracles, our digital magazine honoring frontline worker accomplishments. 
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Dedicated digital 

identities for all frontline 
workers so they have 
a presence and voice 
on the team. These 

devices should connect 
everyone via chats, 

video calls, @mentions, 
and more. 

Edge devices with 
real-time data, enabling 
production, quality, and 

maintenance teams 
to conduct huddles, 
collaborate to solve 
problems, and make 

decisions.

Video recording 
capability for shift 

handovers, predictive 
maintenance, and local 
knowledge sharing — 
this can become the 

YouTube for the factory.

Educational modules 
such as a real-time 

digital skills matrices, 
learning packs, and 

mentors-on-demand to 
allow teams to cross-

train and upskill, so they 
can have a hand in their 
own career progression.

An Ops page that 
provides all the context 
operators need to make 

good decisions.

Digital compliance 
process documents 

that can be automated 
to eliminate paper and 

busy work, leaving more 
time for team building.

Large screen displays 
on the factory floor 
that detail employee 

performance, big wins, 
and welcome messages 

for new hires.
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